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About This Game

Spellstone is a fantasy card game with beautiful hand-drawn art and rich lore! Collect hundreds of striking cards to battle
through a compelling story to unravel the mystery of the Void.

Heroes, creatures, monsters, demons, animals, and more are brought to life with a stunning hand-painted style.
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Capture Spellstones to unleash ancient and powerful creatures! However, there is dark magic at work on the island. Will you
become a Hero or be consumed by the Void?

Designed for desktop players, Live Multiplayer PVP adds a new layer of competition to the world of Spellstone! And follow the
world of Spellstone through a series of special stories and other events too, with branching tales and powerful treasures.

Do you have what it takes to rise to the top of the Bounty Hunter charts? Battle players around the world for huge bonuses,
powerful unlocks, and bragging rights.

Three factions of heroes and creatures to battle and control. Do you favor the Powerful Wyld, Nimble Aether, or Fiery
Chaos?
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Hundreds different creatures to collect, upgrade and fuse!

Master powerful card skills to win an edge over your opponents.

Battle thousands of other users around the world to prove who is the best!

96 levels and 7 levels of mastery with endless player rewards for each.

Hundreds of hand-drawn character cards that evolve as they become more powerful!
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Title: Spellstone
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Synapse Games
Publisher:
Kongregate
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2016
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Short...

Boring...

Pointless...

And i feel like i am half blind.... This game has several game breaking bugs that can just stop you from playing a game, forcing
you to start again. For example I was kicked out of my country for having a defecit, when i was still shown as having surplus,
my income was more than my expense, yet I was kicked out. Several other people have similar problems. The devs seem not to
care about their fanbase at all.

Price is too high for the quality of the game, and the price was not dropped in time like most other games.

If you have 50 dollars to throw around, I would buy this game, as it is still the best domestic and internatiol political simulator
out there, but dont expect to get too much out of it.. This game reminds me a lot of Sanctum for some reason; not cutting edge,
but superbly finished, and extremely playable. There isn't much you can say about it, other than buy it! It's not going to change
your world, but it certainly is a game you can visit again and again when you have a moment to spare.. very good mod but please
update for personal trailers. It is much needed for personal trailers :>. Art and ambiance are great. Exactly the kind of game I
love, a la Fran Bow. Or so it appeared. Ultimately, I've spent about 9 minutes with this game and that's all I'm going to spend
because wouldn't you know it, there's a freaking monster you have to hide from that kills you constantly within that timeframe. I
don't like survival escape-the-monster games. If I'd known that's what this game was, I wouldn't have spent the money. Although
the game isn't for me because of that, I wholeheartedly recommend this! It's well worth the money. The animations and sound
are fabulous. I sincerely hope to see and play more by these folks soon!. I bought this game as I was quite intrigued with the
idea, and when I got it the game wasnt that good but was trending in the right way with good updates and new content but that all
changed after the developers changed. The game was initially made by Raptor Claw Games, but eventually was bought by 501
industries and they ruined everything. Raptor Claw made monthly updates and continually added content to the game, but when
501 took over all they did was promise new things and then release them in an amazingly horrible state. And after their
continuous failures to update the game at all, they just abandoned it and started making the second game. I am extremely
dissapointed in what the new developers did to this game and if I could still refund the game I would in a heartbeat. I had a lot of
hope for this game at first but at this point I have no faith in the new devs.. It's complete and utter SH_T!!
You left click to jump (with NO control while jumping) and right click to fire (only once every 20 - 30 seconds).
Enemies or simple objects can take you out, with no way to avoid them whatsoever.
This crap should not even be allowed on Steam!

Requesting a refund!

. The online community is dead so even if you're after pay for xp deals, its pointless. You're paying for a Mercedes. 5 dollars for
a Mercedes. Not worth it.. DO NOT GET FOOLED BY THE TRAILER, THE GAME IS NOTHING LIKE IT!
STAY AWAY FROM THIS GAME! DO NOT EVEN THINK TO BUY THIS ON SALE!

This game is an utter disgrace. The "gunplay" is ridiculous, guns feel weak, melee is just crap.
Enemies won't spawn after a while, leaving you on an empty map with nothing to do, but killing
yourself. Your character's walk speed is like that of a snail, you can't run and jump. Your
ammo depletes quite fast as the zombies are bullet sponges. Iron sights are crap and
it locks you sometimes in your iron sights, making you spam your right mouse button to quit
them.

Watching a 5\u20ac note getting flushed down the toilet is much more entertaining than this game.

If you want a fun arena shooter for 5\u20ac grab Devil Daggers or Super Kinky
If you want a fun wave based shooter, get Killing Floor or Killing Floor 2
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I dont play many turn based games, only played xcom and wasteland 2, this game has great aniimations and a cool art style with
some awesome music, although 8 hours in my save was chewed up but i have no problem playing it over again :). The story is
good and some very cool characters aswell, for 15$ its worth buying although id price it a bit higher. 10\/10. This game is
Amazing and has loads of potential so I wrote a few Pros and Cons:
Pros:
Cheap
Time Killer
Beautiful
eZ Controls

Cons:
Why are you looking here? This game is Amazing.. Its Touhou on Steam. Fun fighting game with god tier music and unique
lovable characters. TAKE MY MONEY ZUN. Don't pirate, buy it on Steam so you can feed Shion. Just as funny as Puzzle
agent 1. And a must if you want to see where the story goes.. Even tough not as popular like Diablo 2 or Sacred , this game also
offers a good hack and slash RPG experience, there are tons of options for character customization, the story is good and can be
played from many perspectives (factions), which also boosts replayabilty. Those who love the hack'n slash RPG genre should
definitely give this a try.. A fetch quest simulator with some really nice design choices, great soundtrack and of course the
ability to touch the ladies with your claws. I basically fulfilled all fetishes in one title. The ending is truly a masterpiece. 11\/10

https:\/\/youtu.be\/YtlcwABT-m4
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